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We report on a compact energy-scalable device for generating high-fidelity femtosecond laser pulses based on spatial filtering through a hollow-core fiber followed by a nonlinear crystal for cross-polarized wave (XPW) generation. This versatile device is suited for temporal pulse cleaning over a wide range of input energies (from 0.1 to >10 mJ) and is successfully qualified on different ultrafast laser systems. Full characterization of the XPW output is presented. In particular, we demonstrate the generation of 1.6 mJ energy pulses starting from 11 mJ input pulse energy. The temporal contrast of the pulses is enhanced by more than 4 orders of magnitude. In addition, pulse shortening from 40 fs down to 15 fs Fourier-transform limit yields an overall peak-power transmission of up to 50%. This device not only serves as an integrated pulse contrast filter inside an ultrafast laser amplifier but also as a simple back-end solution for temporal post-compression of amplified pulses. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4801457]

I. INTRODUCTION

Improving the temporal contrast of intense femtosecond laser pulses is the key to accessing higher intensities during laser-plasma interactions on solid targets.1-5 A common distinction is made between the incoherent contrast related to the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) in the different amplification stages (ps- to ns-scale) and the coherent contrast close to the pulse peak (sub-ps-scale) related to the fidelity of pulse compression. Standard chirped pulse amplification (CPA) lasers provide an ASE contrast ratio between 106 and 108 when no dedicated pulse cleaning device is implemented. While electro-optic methods can remove pedestals and pre-pulses on the ns scale, several optical techniques can be combined to achieve contrast ratios above 1015 on a ps scale, such as saturable absorbers,6 second-harmonic generation,7,8 nonlinear Sagnac interferometers,9 optical parametric amplification (OPA),10-13 plasma mirrors,14-16 and cross-polarized wave (XPW) generation.17

Nowadays, OPA, PM, and XPW are the most widely used. In an OPA, the contrast is dominated by the parametric fluorescence due to the pump pulse. By using picosecond duration pump, contrast as high as 1010 can be achieved at a few tens of ps from the main peak in pre-amplifier stages. However, OPA represents a major shift in laser technology from conventional CPA and its implementation in a pre-existing laser chain comes at the expense of a complete modification of its architecture. The second option is a plasma mirror (PM), which relies on the change of reflectivity of a dielectric surface as electrons are heated up into a plasma at light intensities of the order of 1016 W/cm2. The dielectric surface initially transmits the incident laser radiation until the electron density becomes critical, which triggers the PM, i.e., the surface of the plasma reflects the remainder of the laser pulse. This technique can therefore be used directly at the output of the CPA chain to efficiently suppress laser radiation up to a few picoseconds before the pulse peak. A double-PM can achieve an increase in contrast ratio of up to 4 orders of magnitude with an energy transmission of 50%. Because it is destructive, this technique requires the dielectric surface to be continuously refreshed between laser shots and generates a large amount of debris. Its implementation at high repetition rate quickly becomes tricky as the positioning of the target surface must be done with high accuracy at high speed.18

In this review, we are interested in the third option that is XPW. It is a degenerate four-wave mixing process relying on the anisotropy of the real part of the crystal third-order nonlinearity tensor $\chi^{(3)}$, coined as $\sigma$. The influence of $\chi^{(3)}$-anisotropy on changes of polarization state in crystals was first investigated some 25 years ago by Zheludev and co-workers, who called it “self-induced optical activity.”19,20 Theoretical investigations were then performed by Hutchings and co-workers.21,22 The term “XPW” came years later following early experimental and theoretical work from Saltiel and co-workers.23-25

XPW generation takes place in an isotropic crystal when an intense linearly polarized incident wave generates a new
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wave at the same wavelength but linearly polarized in the orthogonal direction. XPW can therefore be discriminated by using two crossed polarizers. Hence, the less intense parts of the pulses, such as pre- and post-pulses along with the incoherent pedestal, remain unconverted and are therefore rejected by the filter, leading to enhanced pulse contrast. In practice, this enhancement is limited by the typical extinction ratio of the crossed polarizers to approximately 4 orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the process is automatically phase-matched and achromatic over a broad spectral bandwidth, thus particularly suited for femtosecond laser pulses. A typical material used for XPW generation is Barium Fluoride (BaF$_2$) crystal with $z$ ([001]) or holographic ([011]) crystallographic orientation. Theory predicts a maximum XPW energy conversion efficiency around 35% when using [011]-cut BaF$_2$ crystal with a concomitant pulse shortening factor of $\sqrt{3}$ corresponding to a pure third-order nonlinear process. In this case, the maximum peak-power transmission is of the order of 60%. Requiring moderate intensity ($10^{12}$ W/m$^2$), XPW filtering is usually implemented in a double-CPA scheme and is commonly used to improve the contrast of TW- and PW-class lasers. Commercial set-ups are currently provided by Thales Optronique SA and Amplitude Technologies.

Recently, accurate control of the input spectral phase has highlighted the possibility of using the XPW process to smooth spectral amplitude and phase modulations and broaden the input laser spectrum beyond the $\sqrt{3}$ approximation, leading to even sharper temporal pulse profiles. This feature calls for new applications of XPW generation, such as spectral smoothing of few-cycle pulses, with global throughput on the order of 20% and pulse shortening by a factor of up to 2.5, leading to peak-power transmission of the proposed setup of 50%. At this energy level, implementing a XPW filter at the end of the laser chain becomes of interest as high-field experiments can be performed directly after the filter.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The schematic of the proposed XPW set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The nonlinear crystal is placed between two crossed Glan polarizers. The first polarizer ensures that the input beam is perfectly linearly polarized. The second polarizer is used to discriminate the cross-polarized wave from the fundamental wave. This configuration prevents the transmission through the XPW filter of any crossed polarized component of the fundamental wave, which could degrade the output temporal contrast. The extinction ratio of the two polarizers limits in practice the contrast enhancement to maximum four or
five orders of magnitude. The proposed novel design consists of a vacuum chamber including a short HCF to spatially filter the beam before the crystal. The use of a HCF has several advantages. The output spatial beam profile is nearly perfectly Gaussian and propagates smoothly after the fiber (see Sec. III). Thus, working out of focus is now possible and yields conversion efficiencies close to the theoretical limit. Moreover, the beam is divergent after the fiber. Therefore, the laser input energy is no longer an issue as the crystal position can be easily shifted back and forth to match the optimum intensity. Two kinds of 250 μm inner diameter HCF were tested during the experiments (20 cm long, thick silica tube and 43 cm long, 1.7 mm outer diameter silica fiber from Femtolasers GmbH) without noticeable change. Fiber alignment via x-y micrometric translation stages is made independently of other vacuum parts by the use of flexible connectors.

The main requirements of this set-up are adequate coupling of the input beam into the fiber and its alignment. When correctly done, fiber transmission efficiency reaches more than 70%. In order to optimally couple a laser beam into the fundamental mode of a fiber, it has to be focused down to a diameter size at 1/e2 equal to 0.64 times the size of the inner core diameter of the fiber. In all the experimental situations shown below, the latter is 250 μm which means that the optimal focus spot size is close to 160 μm. The next critical point consists in positioning the crystal to optimize XPW conversion efficiency while keeping intensity below the damage threshold of the crystal. Equation (1) below is used to estimate the distance needed after the fiber output in the range of energies we planned to use. It gives the relation between the diameter at 1/e2 of the beam on the crystal, φcrystal, and the distance from the fiber output to the crystal position, Dfiber, for a given Gaussian mode-field radius of the fiber, w. Experimentally, we measured the beam propagation after the fiber at low energy, in air. We found that its divergence corresponds with good agreement to the divergence of a Gaussian beam of waist w = 96 μm (see Fig. 6, in Sec. III C),

$$\phi_{1/e^2} = 1.22 \lambda \frac{D_{fiber}}{2w}.$$

Knowing the laser energy and pulse duration, one can estimate the minimum spot size on crystal and thus the minimum distance from the fiber end. The crystal is placed in a small vacuum chamber sealed by an acrylic glass window for direct user-control. An automated translation stage remotely controlled allows crystal position adjustment. The last issue that has to be addressed is minimizing nonlinear effects that may occur in glass windows and polarizers. To do so, we use ultra-thin AR-coated 500 μm windows at both ends of the set-up. The output polarizer may become an issue since we noticed that the beam is very slowly diverging after the crystal. An easy solution is to increase the beam size before propagation through the output polarizer. The typical size of the set-up is 3 m long and 30 cm wide. To demonstrate the remarkable energy scalability of the set-up, it has been tested on four different laser sources with energy ranging from 100 μJ to 11 mJ and duration comprised between 25 fs and 50 fs, with similar achievements. The characteristics of these laser sources are summarized in Table I.

In each experiment, the laser pulse was focused at the entrance of the fiber by a lens or a mirror placed on a translation stage to optimize the coupling efficiency (varying from 65% and 80% depending on the beam and fiber quality). The crystal position in each case is indicated in Table I along with the corresponding beam size on the crystal: between 10 cm and 56 cm after the output of the fiber to accommodate almost two orders of magnitude range in the input energy. The intensity on the [011] 2.5 mm crystal is nearly constant (taking into account HCF coupling losses) to a few 1012 W/cm2. Our results show the flexibility of this scheme and how the same set-up can be used for input energies ranging from several hundred of microjoules up to more than 10 mJ. Besides contrast enhancement, two important features have been achieved in all these cases : near-optimum XPW efficiency (30%) with a single-crystal scheme leading to a standard global transmission of 20% and significant spectral broadening and shaping.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Energy-scalable single-crystal scheme and conversion efficiency

Efficiency curves for the different laser sources as a function of input energies are shown on a logarithmic scale in Fig. 2. In each case, curves exhibit a smooth slope until the saturation regime is reached and efficiencies around 30% are achieved. In dotted line, we plotted the theoretical efficiency

![FIG. 2. Internal XPW efficiencies as a function of the input energies for the four different laser sources used. Theoretical curve in the case of laser (2) was obtained with a home-made simulation code. Maximum XPW output energy for each laser is shown on top of the plots. Fiber transmission and reflection losses are taken into account.](Image)
calculated with a home-made MATLAB code in the case of the LCF laser source (2). It demonstrates the good agreement between the theoretical predictions and the observed efficiencies up to 30%. This is a direct consequence of the spatial filtering through the fiber which optimizes the spatial profile (Gaussian and smooth) on the crystal. Furthermore, it mitigates Kerr focusing in the crystal by seeding it with a divergent beam (see Subsection III C). The consequent nonlinear phase mismatching is reduced and the conversion of the XPW signal is optimized even for long crystal length (>3 mm). Therefore, we could achieve up to 25% internal efficiency even when seeding the set-up with 11 mJ. Hence, we obtained a XPW beam carrying 1.6 mJ pulse energy, which is the highest achieved so far to the best of our knowledge. However, we noticed that the fiber transmission was lower in this case, around 60%, due to air fluctuations in the laboratory and damages caused to the fiber entrance following repeated realigning. Furthermore, at this energy level, the beam size on the crystal (3.5 mm diameter) requires better crystal surface polishing quality in order to reduce the risk of damage at high intensities.

Table II summarizes the best performances achieved with each laser. One can notice that the peak-power transmission (computed as energy throughput times spectral broadening) ranges from 40% to 60%. This is especially due to the accessible temporal shortening correlated to the spectral broadening experienced by the pulses. These aspects are detailed in Sec. III B along with contrast enhancement.

### B. Temporal quality improvement

In this section, the temporal characterization of the XPW pulses is proposed in terms of contrast, spectral broadening, temporal shortening, and coherent contrast quality. Figure 3 compares the XPW spectrum to the input one, measured on the four laser chains. We observed the reproducibility of the XPW spectral behavior, including in each case a large broadening factor and smoothing towards Gaussian-like shape of the input spectra. These properties are already well-known and come from the nonlinear shortening of the initial pulse. In first approximation, the XPW signal intensity varies simply as the cube of the fundamental beam intensity and is reduced in duration by a factor of \( \sqrt{3} \). If the pulse is transform limited, this translates to an increased spectral bandwidth by the same factor. Here, we also demonstrate that important XPW conversion enables the generation of much shorter pulses via extra-broadening of the laser spectrum through self-phase modulation (SPM) of the fundamental pulse. The bandwidth is then transferred to the XPW pulse. However, the latter experiences a much lower SPM (factor 1/4 compared with the SPM on the fundamental). This preserves the XPW spectrum from being modulated and distorted. Broadening factors as high as 2.5 are reached when maximum XPW conversion is achieved with a low dispersive single crystal scheme, that is with a short nonlinear length (<3 mm). Accurate control of the initial spectral phase is absolutely necessary. A detailed study of the importance of spectral phase has been realized previously in Refs. 34, 36, and 45. The range of second-order phase within which the XPW pulse characteristics are optimal is ±200 fs\(^2\) at 25 fs. The same study was performed with the third-order phase, yielding a tolerance range of ±2000 fs\(^3\) at 25 fs. For shorter pulses, these ranges become narrower.

Compressibility of the XPW pulses has already been demonstrated.\(^{35}\) With the proposed set-up, we were able to compress pulses from 25 fs down to 10 fs with the LCF laser chain and from 30 fs down to 15 fs with the LOA1 laser chain using a set of appropriate chirped mirrors and glass wedges.\(^{45}\)

Here, we also demonstrate the compression of 50 fs down to 20 fs with the Fastlite laser chain (Fig. 4(a)). In addition, using the Wizzler device, one has access to the temporal shape of the pulse over a range of a few 100 fs around its peak. We could then confirm the sharpening of the rising edge of the pulse below −100 fs as shown in Fig. 4(b).

Finally, we confirmed the temporal contrast enhancement inherent to the XPW technique. To do so, we used the laser source LOA2, a 100 Hz laser system (Alpha100, Thales) delivering 11 mJ, 50 fs at 800 nm pulses. We obtained 1.6 mJ energy pulses measured after the output polarizer from 6.5 mJ energy pulses before the polarizer. Taking advantage of the energetic XPW pulses, we could measure the temporal contrast with a home-made 3ω-correlator over a large dynamic range. Figure 4(c) shows more than four orders of magnitude for the enhancement of the ASE level before the pulse from 10\(^{-4}\) to 10\(^{-9}\) at −5 ps, corresponding to the experimentally measured extinction ratio of the polarizers. Limits of detection are shown for both the laser and the XPW temporal intensity profile measurements at −17.5 ps and −15 ps,
respectively. XPW pulses were not perfectly compressed for this measurement because the output polarizer dispersion was not compensated (+500 fs²). Therefore, it is hard to draw conclusions from the rising edge of the pulse. In any case, the limited bandwidth of the correlator which was originally designed for longer pulses (100 fs and over) is not adapted for precise observation of ultrashort pulse features. However, the smoother shape of the spectrum along with a spectral phase improved by the XPW filtering should lead to sharp rising edge as it was shown above for laser (1). Contrast measurement with laser chains (1), (2), and (3) was not performed because either the characterization device was not available at the time or the XPW pulse energy was too low to achieve sufficiently high dynamic range. Still, the measured extinction ratio of the polarizers (∼10⁴) should ensure 4 orders of magnitude improvement in all the above cases (see Table II).

C. Spatial characterization

The cornerstone of this novel design relies on the guiding and filtering effects of the hollow-core fiber. Gaussian spatial profile propagates smoothly after the fiber without appearances of hotspots. Thus, the intensity on the crystal can be close to the continuum generation limit without inducing permanent damage to the crystal. Beam divergence and profile quality on the crystal ensure reliably optimal XPW conversion regardless of the input energy. Moreover, it provides excellent output XPW beam quality both in near-field (Fig. 5(a)) and far-field (Fig. 5(b)) with a Strehl ratio of 0.9. We observe experimentally that the XPW beam divergence is less important than that of the fundamental beam after the fiber. We attribute this property to Kerr focusing of the incident beam in the crystal. We study here the propagation of the beam after the fiber and after the crystal.

For the experiment, we use a Femtocube system from Thales Optronique SA, delivering 40 fs pulses with 0.7 mJ energy before the fiber. Temporal contrast is higher than 10³ at 1 ps before the main peak (measured by Wizzler, Fastlite). The laser repetition rate is 5 kHz. The energy after the fiber is 0.5 mJ. The distance from the fiber output end to the crystal is 22.5 cm, corresponding to a beamsize on the crystal of 1250 μm (diameter at 1/e²). The intensity on crystal is then close to 10¹² W/cm². We measure after the output polarizer a XPW energy of 80 μJ, corresponding to a global conversion efficiency of 16% and, considering reflection losses, an internal conversion efficiency close to 20%. Laser fluctuations (energy, spectral phase and to a lesser extent beam profile) along with crystal quality prevented us from working closer to the damage threshold in this case. After the vacuum part of the XPW set-up, we install a 4f imaging system with a lens of focal length f = 225 mm. By shifting together the lens and the CCD camera, we can then observe the XPW spatial profile (and the fundamental profile by rotating the polarizer by 90°) up to 1 m from the crystal surface with a magnification of 1.

We also perform 3D numerical simulations with ComodPro (CP), a MIRO-based propagation code. MIRO was developed by the CEA for simulating laser pulse propagation in high-power laser systems. It solves the nonlinear Helmholtz equation (Eq. (2)):

$$\Delta E - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} - \nabla (\nabla \cdot E) = \mu_0 \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial t^2},$$  (2)

where the polarization vector $\mathbf{P}$ can be expressed as a function of the electric field $\mathbf{E}$ and decomposed into two components: the linear polarization, $\mathbf{P}_L$, and the nonlinear polarization, $\mathbf{P}_{NL}$. The latter is simplified to Eq. (3) to account only for the first order response of centrosymmetric media:

$$P_{NL} = [\chi^{(3)}] E E^* E.$$  (3)

Then MIRO/CP makes the assumption that the E-field can be described by a limited number of modes, $\mathbf{E}_l$, and therefore...
FIG. 6. Measured and simulated beam propagation from fiber output end to XPW crystal (respectively, red diamonds and dashed line), and after XPW crystal: fundamental (respectively, dots and dashed-dotted line), and XPW (respectively, triangles and solid line).

Rewrites Eq. (2) as Eq. (4):

\[-2ikl \left( \frac{\partial E_l}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{v_{g,l}} \frac{\partial E_l}{\partial t} \right) + \Delta_\perp E_l + 2k_l \sigma_l \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial t^2} - ik_l v_l E_l + 2k_l \frac{\omega_l}{c} \gamma_l \left( 2E_l^* E_l + E_l \cdot E_l E_l^* \right) = 0, \]

where \( \Delta_\perp = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \) is the transverse Laplace operator, \( v_l \) is the absorption coefficient, \( \gamma_l \) the nonlinear index, \( v_{g,l} = \frac{\omega_l}{2k_l} (k_l) \) is the group velocity, and \( \sigma_l = \frac{\omega_l (k_l)}{2\omega_l (k_l)} = -\frac{1}{2} k'' (\omega_l) \) is the group velocity dispersion.

Several calculation modes that further simplify Eq. (4) are available. However, in our case, “Phase modulation” was used as it solves the most general equation and it is well adapted for ultrashort pulses. CP was then specifically modified to include the XPW generation process. In particular, an element called “XPW crystal” was added to the plate section. This element includes specific parameters necessary for XPW generation, such as crystallographic orientation (with option for [001]- and [011]-orientation), \( \chi^{(3)} \), and \( \sigma \) in addition to the usual parameters available. Therefore, when using the “XPW crystal” element, a linearly polarized input pulse generates a cross-polarized wave. The CP interface then allows the observation of fundamental and XPW beam characteristics, separately. Correct definition of the process in the CP software was checked by comparing efficiency curve, crystal orientation dependence, and spectral behaviour with experimental data and with another validated home-made 1D split-step propagation code. In addition to the complete spatio-temporal definition of the input pulse, CP allows detailed observation of spatial propagation.

Figure 6 summarizes the experimental and numerical results: beam waist at \( 1/e^2 \) from the fiber to the crystal position and then up to 1 m after the crystal. The full beam divergence after the fiber is 5.2 mrad with an output beam waist of 96 \( \mu \)m. We first check that the beam size on the crystal is what we expect given the fiber inner diameter. The measured beam diameter (at \( 1/e^2 \)) is on the order of 1250 \( \mu \)m. It corresponds to an intensity on crystal of \( 0.9 \times 10^{12} \) W/cm\(^2\). This value is below the maximum intensity normally achievable with BaF\(_2\) crystals (a few \( 10^{12} \) W/cm\(^2\)) and also consistent with the efficiency observed (20% internally), inferior to 30%–35% normally accessible. From Fig. 6, it is visible that the XPW beamsize is a factor of 1.55 smaller than the fundamental beam size at the crystal output (waists of 450 \( \mu \)m and 700 \( \mu \)m, respectively). This is in agreement with the theoretical factor of \( \sqrt{3} \) corresponding to a third-order nonlinear effect. The divergence of the beam is strongly reduced after propagation in the crystal due to Kerr-lensing. Furthermore, both XPW and fundamental beams slightly focus after the crystal and then diverge at different speeds. The feature is, however, less pronounced than in the case of an input beam focused on the crystal.38, 50 The fact that the fundamental

FIG. 7. Measured (top row) and simulated (bottom row) XPW beam profiles at the crystal position (respectively, (a) and (d)), at the refocusing position (\( \approx 7 \) cm away from the crystal) (respectively, (b) and (e)) and 65 cm after the crystal (respectively, (c) and (f)). Beam profiles were measured with Thales Optronique Femtocube laser source and simulated ones were obtained with CommodPro software.
beam does undergo strong Kerr-lensing but no strong focusing prevents early saturation of the XPW process, due to accumulated nonlinear phase, usually observed in a single-crystal scheme. The spatial propagation experimentally observed is well reproduced by numerical simulation. CP enables to point out the critical influence of the initial divergence on the beam propagation after the nonlinear crystal, opening the way to adapt the fiber inner diameter to get specific propagation such as collimated XPW beam.

Figure 7 shows the XPW beam profiles at different locations. Both measured and simulated profiles are displayed. Figure 7(a) shows the XPW pulse at the crystal output. Its ellipticity of 95% highlights the spatial filtering effect of the fiber. Figure 7(b) shows the profile where the XPW beam is focused by Kerr effect. The profile is still symmetric but it exhibits a slightly leptokurtic shape. However after some propagation (65 cm as shown in Fig. 7(c)), the profile recovers a Gaussian-like shape. As a comparison, we plotted simulated profiles from identical input beam characteristics on the crystal and identical interaction conditions (energy, pulse duration, efficiency). Figures 7(d)–7(f) summarizes the results taken at the same locations as the measured profiles: crystal output, 7 cm and 65 cm after. It demonstrates the good agreement between the experimental and numerical data. In particular, the beam refocusing position is well determined and the beam reshaping is similarly observed with propagation.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented the complete description and characterization of a novel set-up design allowing energy-scalable XPW generation for contrast enhancement of femtosecond laser pulses. By filtering the input beam through a hollow-core fiber, we are able to achieve nearly maximum theoretical internal conversion (35%) for input pulse energies ranging from hundreds of microjoules to more than 10 mJ. Large spectral broadening factors (>2) are obtained, corresponding to strong pulse shortening. Moreover, thanks to fiber spatial filtering, the XPW pulse propagates over long distances with excellent beam profile quality. Global efficiency of the order of 20% and temporal shortening by a factor larger than 2 lead to a peak-power transmission of 40%. At this energy level, such efficiencies suggest that the XPW filter could be used at the end of a CPA chain as a post compressor.
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48 See www.oxalis-laser.com for more information on CommodPro software.
